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• Founded in 1900
• Composed of 60 leading U.S. & two Canadian research 

universities 
• Voting members are the Presidents and Chancellors
• Membership by invitation only
• Focus on on: 

– Research Funding 
– Science Policy Issues
– Education 



• Worked on Capitol Hill and then for MIT and U. Mich.
• Now Vice President for Policy at the AAU 
• Focus on Research Funding and Science Policy Issues
• Advocacy, lobbying and coalition building 

– Innovation, competiveness and energy issues
– Federal regulations and compliance 
– Proactively shape government 

and university policy
– e.g. Undergraduate STEM Education Initiative

• “Cross cultural communications”
    The business of making the work                                                                           
of scientists and engineers                                                                
relevant to the “layperson”



“I double majored in 
history and English and 
then went to Harvard 
law. How about you?”



Scientists Politicians/Policy makers
Numbers Words
Objective/Facts Subjective/Public Opinion
Hate to make promises Love to make promises
Quantitative Qualitative
Technical Political
Problem seekers Issue seekers
Ask why Ask why they should care
Money = research Money = getting re-elected
Think long term Think short term
Principles Deliverables
Publicity avoiders Publicity hounds
Science page Front page
Specialists Generalists



• Public does not understand science
• Policymakers do not understand science
• Journalists do not understand science
• Scientists are not good at communicating 

with these groups
• Scientists don’t communicate with these 

groups



What is the name of the government agency that funds most of the 
basic research and educational programming in the sciences, 

mathematics and engineering in this country?

Source: Aggregate 2001                                  
Charlton Research Company for Research!America



Perceived reasons why more scientists aren’t more involved in                     
changing/supporting public policy. (total mentions)

Source: Sigma Xi Membership Poll (AK, DE, OH & TX) 
in Cooperation with Research!America, 2000



For most scientists the key to understanding the 
legislative and policy-making process lies in 
realizing that they should not try to understand or 
rationalize it…

…but instead learn how to effectively navigate through 
it! 

--Widder and Smith, 2005



1) All politics are local
2) All politics is personal 



For more examples, see the “Societal Benefits of Research Illustrated” at: www.aau.edu 

http://www.aau.edu/




1) All politics are local
2) All politics is personal 
3) Build a relationship 

-- of trust
-- that is mutually beneficial 
-- offer to help; don’t always ‘ask’

4) Speak their language, not yours…



Michael Faraday, a pioneer in the field of 
electricity, was demonstrating the 
tremendous potential of his new invention 
the dynamo to the British Royal Society.  

A young politician in the audience, William 
Gladstone, grew bored, finally saying: 



“I’m sure this is all very 
interesting, Mr. Faraday, but 

what on Gods Earth good is it?

Replied Faraday dryly, 
“Someday you politicians will 

be able to tax it.”  
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1) All politics are local
2) All politics is personal 
3) Build a relationship 

-- of trust
-- that is mutually beneficial 
-- offer to help; don’t always ‘ask’

4) Speak their language, not yours…
5) …but don’t pretend to be a native
6)   Know when to talk 
7)   Know to whom you are speaking 



1) Utilize your university federal relations officer

2) Don’t forget that your scientific society often has a 
government relations office

3) Don’t underestimate the value of Congressional staff 
in helping you to find your way around

-- Personal Staff
-- Committee Staff
-- Local Staff 







Congressional Profile

•113th Congress: “One of the most inexperienced in 
history” USA Today (almost 100 new members of 
Congress) 

•2 in 5 House members (39%) had served for less than 3 
years at the start of the Congress
•The Senate has seen a 43% turnover rate since 2008
•In 1992, 103 members were elected from swing districts 
versus 35 in 2012
•114th Congress: Over 70 new House and Senate members



Few Members Congress come from 
Science & Engineering Backgrounds

• Less than 5 percent have any background in 
science or engineering

• There are 1.5 physicists, 1 mathematician, 
   1 microbiologist in the 114th Congress
• In the 113th Congress, only 6 members had 

engineering degrees and 25 had medical degrees 
• 226 had law degrees
• 22 members had no educational degree beyond a 

high school diploma while only 20 had doctoral 
degrees in any subject 



Many Members of Congress View Science as a 
“Means to and End”

By Cartoonist Sidney Harris
American Scientist

“WHAT IT COMES DOWN TO IS CONGRESS 
WANTS TO KNOW     HOW MANY  
JOBS 

WILL CREATE”



• Cannot predict the 
outcomes of science

• Value is often not 
immediately known

• Investment in  
science creates jobs 
in the long-term, but 
not many in the short-
term





Budget Debate



                                            



“In a real sausage plant, everybody is on 
the same team, trying to produce bratwurst 
or knockwurst. In the legislative sausage 
factory, at least half the people don’t want 
to make sausage. Or they want to make a 
different kind. For the last few years, 
Republicans have said, ‘We won’t make 
sausage unless we control the recipe.’ ” 

--Alan Rosenthal, Professor of Public Policy , Rutgers University 
New York Times, “If Only Laws Were Like Sausages,” December 4, 2010 



Party Polarization: 1879 - 2011



Legislative Productivity: 

 --112th Congress (2011-2012): 283 Public Laws
 -- 80th Congress   (1947-1948) 900 Public Laws
 --113th Congress (as of Sept. 1st) 164 Public Laws 



 







http://www.innovationdeficit.org 

http://www.innovationdeficit.org/
http://www.innovationdeficit.org/


1) Tight budget means potential cuts for key science 
agencies and programs. 

2) Questions will be  asked concerning if past funding 
for science has been well spent and what has 
resulted from it. 

3) A new Congress with new Members and new 
Committee Chairs. 

4) To defend against unfavorable Congressional 
actions and to prevent regulations that can harm 
scientists ability to conduct science. 

5) To help shape better public policy by providing 
scientific and technical input. 



“While I realize that scientists by nature often 
feel uncomfortable with advocacy, if we all 

stayed within our comfort zones, little would 
be accomplished. Though perhaps they are not 

well understood, scientists are highly 
respected in our society. They are also highly 

credible. When they speak with a unified 
voice, the people listen.”

~Hon. John Edward Porter, at White House Office of Science 
and Technology Policy 25th Anniversary Symposium



Useful Web Sites/Resources 
• “Advocacy 101” at openthegovernment.org http://www.

openthegovernment.org/take_action/advocacy 

• The Science Coalition’s “Science Matters”  Advocacy Toolkit                 
http://www.sciencecoalition.org/science-matters 

• FASEB Advocacy Website: http://www.faseb.org/Policy-and-Government-
Affairs/Become-an-Advocate.aspx 

• AGU Policy Action Center http://actioncenter.agu.org/ and Top Science 
Policy Issues in Congress  http://sciencepolicy.agu.org/us-elections/ 

• Advocacy 101 for Women in Science http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.awis.
org/resource/resmgr/Research/AWIS_Advocacy_101.pdf 
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…



Discussion and Q&A

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Tobin L. Smith
Vice President for Policy 
Association of American Universities 
e-mail: toby.smith@aau.edu
phone: 202-408-7500 

Websites for Additional Information: 
www.sciencepolicy.us
www.aaas.org/esep   
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